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Ninth Session, Commencing at 2.30 pm  

MISCELLANEOUS 

2102
Coin cabinet, a Renniks Unley S.A. anodised tin coin 
cabinet with 10 draws, 47 x 26.5 x 25cm, 15Kg. As new, 
very fine. 

$150
Ex Mark E.Freehill Collection.

2103
Coin cabinet, a Renniks Unley S.A. anodised tin coin 
cabinet with 10 draws, 47 x 26.5 x 25cm, 15Kg. As new, 
very fine. 

$150

Ex Mark E.Freehill Collection.

2104
Presentation case, an Arizona Case INC. presentation case 
with gold coloured frame and glass display window, key-lock 
with key, hinges to prop open, 96cmx56cm. Housed in travel 
carton, as new, very fine. 

$200
Ex Mark E.Freehill Collection.

2105
Presentation case, aluminium framing with glass display 
window, missing key, 96cmx56cm, 10kg. Housed in a 
packing box, as new, very fine. 

$200

Ex Mark E.Freehill Collection.

 

2106*
Sovereign case, in gold, marked 9.375 S.B.& S.Ld 
(S.Blanckensee & Son Ltd, Birmingham), scroll hand 
engraving on front and back with plain centre circle on front 
(31mm, 10.7g). Extremely fine. 

$200

2107
Coin jewellery, Mexico, two and a half pesos 1945, set in an 
18 carat frame; two pesos 1945 in similar frame; a pair of 
cuff links in 18 (or10) carats; Austria, jeweller's miniature 
four ducats set in surround gold frames as cuff links; France, 
Napoleon III, gold five francs, 1864A, holed at top for 
suspension (23.72g). Very fine - extremely fine. (7)

$1,250

2108*
Austria, Franz Joseph, gold ten corona 1896, mounted with 
the Imperial crown at top with fine gold chain as a necklace 
(5.91g). Good very fine. 

$400

2109*
Great Britain, Edward VII half sovereign, 1906, set in an 
18 carat gold mount and 18 carat fine chain as a necklace 
(7.47g). Good very fine. 

$600
2110
Cuff links, pair set with 1910S half sovereigns (10.17g); 
another pair set with Mexico two and a half pesos, 1918 
(7.45g). Very fine. (2)

$900
2111
George V, half sovereigns(2) 1911 Sydney, set in 18 carat 
gold as cuff links (20.01g). Extremely fine. (2)

$1,400

 

2112*
George V, sovereign, 1914 Sydney, set in an 18 carat gold 
filigree crenellated floral mount (10.82g). Good extremely 
fine. 

$750
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2113
Great Britain, Elizabeth II sovereign 1963, set in key pattern 
18 carat surround mount (11.40g). Uncirculated. 

$800

2114
Coin bracelet, comprising five sovereigns in clip mounts each 
hallmarked and joined by single links in pairs, with chain, 
holed French ten francs 1860A; sovereigns 1902M, 1902P, 
1913, 1917P, 1925SA (60.07g). Very fine - extremely fine. 

$4,000

2115
Mexico, Emperor Maximillian miniature 8ct gold pesos 
1865, jeweller's modern souvenirs. Uncirculated. (6)

$50

2116
Netherlands, ten gulden, 1897, jeweller's copy. Scratches on 
reverse, very fine. 

$450

2117*
South Africa, George V, sovereign, 1927 SA (Pretoria) 
(7.76g), J 21 in relief on left reverse field as a jeweller's copy. 
Rim and edge filed off to set in jewellery mount, otherwise 
polished extremely fine. 

$500

2118*
South Africa, Republic, krugerrand, 1979 set in rope chain 
surround mount in 14 carat gold (39.22g) together with gold 
chain and Teddy Bear charm. Very fine. 

$2,500

enlarged

2119*
Sydney Mint half sovereign, 1865, reverse clutch grip pin 
mount soldered to the reverse with tiny gold fob chain 
(6.95g). Good very fine. 

$520

2120
Coin ring, Turkey, Ataturk, kurush 1923/50, ring in 14 carat 
gold (7.73g). Extremely fine. 

$350

2121*
Gold and jewel coin frame pendant, pave set diamond and 
claw set sapphire, 18ct yellow and white gold frame and 
bale on a 1907, US$10 gold coin (gold wt approx 32.42g; 
sapphire wt 0.79g; diamond wt 0.6ct, colour H, VS2-SI), 
length 80mm. Extremely fine. 

$6,900

With typed valuation certificate.
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2122*
Shipwreck Flints and Coins, includes various sized flints 
(4) recovered from the East Indiaman ship, The Earl of 
Abergavenny, sunk in 1805, and 20 cash and ten cash (2) 
coins recovered from the East Indiaman ship, Admiral 
Gardiner, sunk in 1809, all attached to a descriptive display 
sheet and with a coloured photo of The Earl of Abergavenny 
ship. Age toning and a spot on the display sheet, otherwise 
very fine. (7)

$150

Dunbar iImage source: Wikimedia Commons

2123*
Wood Dunbar Collection, from the shipwreck of the Dunbar 
that sank off Sydney's South Head in 1857; the collection 
comprises the following items listed as Schedule 1 on the 
Permit,
Artefact 52560 Set of nested Troy weights.
Artefact 52561 Dessert spoon - silver with 'D' engraved on 

handle.
Artefact 52562 Gold Sovereign coin dated 1835 (GB William 
IV).
Artefact 52564 Silver coin dated 1834.
Artefact 52565 Gold heart locket with cabochon stone.
Artefact 52566 Gold fob watch case inscribed with initials 
'G.C.' dated 1856.
Artefact 52567 Gold ring with red gemstone, two side stones 
missing.
Artefact 52568 Silver Half Crown coin dated 1834 (William 
IV) (actually a George IV penny [see photo], date not legible) 
with pierced hole.
Artefact 52569 One shilling coin dated 1834 (William IV) 
pierced with hole.
Artefact 52570 Bank of Ireland - ten pence token dated 
1805.
Artefact 52571 British coin dated 1819 - pierced with 
hole.
Artefact 52572 Fountain or dip pen nib.
Artefact 52573 Belt buckle (military) snakes head clasp.
Artefact 52574 Holloways Ointment jar and pot lid.
Artefact 52575 Telescope - 5 sections, retractable.
Artefact 52576 Dessert spoons x 6.
Artefact 52577 Dessert spoons x 8 encrusted together.
Artefact 52578 Soup ladle.
Artefact 52579 Dessert forks - silver x 3.
Artefact 52580 Spoons x 4, handles engraved with 'D', 
hallmarked.
Artefact 52581 Cake spoon - silver.
Artefact 52582 Seal of Thomas Milne (cabin passenger) 
- Gold (remains of)
Artefact 52583 Trunk label holder plate.
Artefact 52584 Spurs (horse riding) - pair of.
Artefact 52585 Trigger guard - musket rifle.
Artefact 52586 Plate - silver, ornamental surround, crest 
in centre.
Artefact 52587 Belt buckle - cannons and shields design.
Artefact 52588 Belt buckle (military) (2 piece) - kangaroo 
design.
Artefact 52589 Belt buckle - lady's head motif.
Artefact 52590 Britannia and lion from brooch or belt 
buckle.
Artefact 52591 Belt buckle - cricket design, standing man 
wearing hat.
Artefact 52592 Hull sheathing - piece with Muntz Metal 
stamp.
Artefact 52593 Belt buckle - Florence Nightingale, VR, 
Crimea motif.
Artefact 52594 Belt buckle (2 piece) - thistle design.
Artefact 52595 Belt buckle (military) (2 piece) - snakes head 
clasp.
Artefact 52598 Lid - possibly ornamental pot lid.
Artefact 52599 Key - silver.
Artefact 52600 Dessert spoon - silver with 'D' engraving.
Artefact 52601 Adams Patent 54 Percussion Revolver bullet 
mould.
Artefact 52602 Adams Patent 54 Percussion Revolver bullet 
mould.
Artefact 52603 Bullet mould - left side.
Artefact 52605 Tablespoons x 3 encrusted together.
Artefact 52606 Telescope lens - glass with outer copper 
alloy ring.
Artefact 52607 Telescope - ships - engraved Flavelle Bros 
& Co Sydney.
Artefact 52608 Telescope - ships (telescopic) - engraved 
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Flavelle Bros & Co Sydney.
Artefact 52609 Musket or rifle butt plate.
Artefact 52610 Musket or rifle butt plate.
Artefact 52611 Musket or rifle trigger guard.
Artefact 52612 Bugle horn - small (in two pieces).
Artefact 52613 Crucible.
Artefact 52614 Sextant or survey instrument - folding.
Artefact 52615 Small bell - table bell - brass.
Artefact 52616 Air Vent - sliding (Garton & Jarvis, 
Exeter).
Artefact 52617 Flint tinderbox decorated with transport 
images.
Artefact 52618 Spigot for barrel (Fiddian).
Artefact 52619 Belt buckle (military) - snakes head clasp 
design.
Artefact 52620 Dessert spoon - silver with calligraphic 
engraving 'GPD' on handle.
Artefact 52621 Teaspoon - silver.
Artefact 52622 Projectiles - (2) musket ball and expanding 
bullet head.
Artefact 52623 Dessert forks - silver (x 2) - engraved with 
'D' on handle.
Artefact 52624 Dessert fork - silver.
Artefact 52625 Tablespoon - engraved with 'M'.
Artefact 52626 Berry serving spoons (x 2) - ornate berry 
design.
Artefact 52627 Dessert fork - EPNS with 'D' engraving.
Artefact 52628 Spoon - possibly bouillon spoon - dashed 
line design and calligraphic engraving on handle.
Artefact 52629 Knife - fish or cake serving knife - engraved 
with 'D'.
Artefact 52630 Dessert spoons (x 3) - possibly EPNS 
plated.
Artefact 52631 Dessert spoon - with 'D' engraving on 
handle.
Artefact 52632 Spoon thread and handles (x 2) - silver.
Artefact 52633 Printing plate for visiting card for Captn & 
Mrs Kilner Waller.
Artefact 52634 Musket or rifle stock (in two pieces).
Artefact 52635 Explorers compass - Flavelle Bros, Sydney.
Artefact 52636 Belt buckles (x 2). 
Many items affected by corrosion from being in the ocean 
for many years, overall poor - fine. (lot)

$7,500

Together with the following,

1) Piece of flat timber (approx 13.5x9cm) and on it is written, 'Dunbar/20th 
August 1857', this piece of timber has been used as the backing for a framed 
penned note that reads, 'This ?? (illegible) made ????? (illegible) of the 
Dunbar wreckage at Sydney Heads August 20th 1857. The right to collect 
the wreckage was bought by T.Milson of Milson's Point and Mr Spain who 
built a boat shed out-of a large portion of the wreck that drifted into Middle 
Harbour.' (signed, WE Thomson, SS Wyandra) and below this written, 'This 
piece was given to me by a son of Mr Spain, Sydney Oct-30 1912'.

2) The Wreck of the Dunbar, an Original Poem by the Late Mr. Samuel 
Bennett, matt framed under perspex (frame size 37x58.5cm), frame damaged 
around edges. This poem was written by Sydney journalist and historian 
Samuel Bennett and was printed for independent sale in about 1880.

3) A group of five spoons and another single spoon believed to be from 
the Dunbar.

4) Permit No. 100547 registered under the Australian Government 
Underwater Cultural Heritage Act 2018, which lists all artefacts and also 
has colour photos of all items.

5) Also included are items that were not on the Dunbar but were located in 
the vicinity of the wreckage, probably thrown into the ocean by well-wishers, 
these items are: a) Galatea Medal 1867 in white metal (C.1867/1); and b) 
USA silver dollar 1883S.

6) Wreck of the Dunbar, a 15 page booklet plus photographs and maps 
published in 1857.

7) The Wreck of the Dunbar, another 3 page booklet, no publication date, 
signed on front cover by Rev J. G. Rees.

8) Other research and photos.

Important Note: The Wood Dunbar Collection is recorded under Permit 
No. 100547 for Possession of Protected Underwater Cultural Heritage in 
accordance with Australian Government legislation. The conditions are:

(a) That this permit authorises the permit holder to be in possession, 
custody or control of the underwater cultural heritage listed in schedule 
1, providing possession has been lawfully obtained and is in accordance 
with the requirements of the Underwater Cultural Heritage Act 2018 and 
Underwater Cultural Heritage Rules 2018.

(b) That the permit holder may transfer by way of sale, exchange, gift, 
lease, loan hire or hire-purchase (the supply) the underwater cultural 
heritage listed in schedule 1 to another person, providing the supply is in 
accordance with the conditions of this permit and all other requirements 
of the Underwater Cultural Heritage Act 2018 and Underwater Cultural 
Heritage Rules 2018.

(c) That this permit must accompany the underwater cultural heritage listed 
in schedule 1.

(d) That the underwater cultural heritage listed in schedule 1 is not removed 
from Australia and is not supplied to a person located outside Australian 
jurisdiction.

(e) That if a person advertises for sale (including for auction) the underwater 
cultural heritage listed in schedule 1, the unique number of this permit must 
be included in the advertisement.

(f) That if the permit holder (the transferor) transfers this permit and the 
underwater cultural heritage listed in schedule 1 to another person, the 
transferor must provide notification of this fact in the approved form within 
14 days after the transfer.

(g) That if a person receives this permit (the transferee), the transferee must 
provide notification of their possession of the underwater cultural heritage 
listed in schedule 1 in the approved form within 14 days after the transfer.

(h) That the permit holder must provide the underwater cultural heritage 
listed in schedule 1 with appropriate storage, protection and conservation 
to ensure its continued preservation.

(i) That a copy of any existing notices issued under Section 39 of the 
Underwater Cultural Heritage Act 2018, requiring actions to be taken 
regarding the storage, handling, preservation or access to the underwater 
cultural heritage listed in schedule 1, are forwarded to the person receiving 
possession.

(j) That this permit does not transfer or diminish any legal title, rights or 
privileges the Commonwealth of Australia has over the underwater cultural 
heritage listed in schedule 1.

(k) That the underwater cultural heritage listed in schedule 1 must be 
maintained as a single collection and this collection may not be broken up 
or dispersed. 

 The Dunbar was a timber three-masted full-rigged ship built from British 
oak and East India teak with copper fastening throughout and was 61.5 
metres long, 11 metres wide and 6.9 metres in depth. It was built by James 
Laing & Sons of Deptford Yard in Sunderland, England and was launched 
on 30 November 1854 for London shipowner, Duncan Dunbar to be used as 
a first class passenger and cargo carrier. It was initially used as a troop ship 
in the Crimean War and then reverted to a passenger and cargo vessel for 
travel to Australia, particularly as demand was high for travel to Australia 
due to the gold rush.

On the night of 20 August 1857 as the ship approached the entrance to Port 
Jackson from the south in heavy rain and a strong gale it appears that the 
ship's captain, James Green, believed he had already passed the headland 
or else mistakenly believed that a small break in the coastline known as The 
Gap was the entry to the port. Subsequently he steered the ship onto the 
rocks at South Head and it rapidly broke up with only one crewman, Able 
Seaman James Johnson, surviving from the 59 crew and 63 passengers on 
board. Wreckage and bodies filled the harbour. The remains of victims were 
recovered and a mass burial was held at St Stephens Cemetery in Newtown 
with several victims having individual monuments. Memorial services for the 
victims of the Dunbar sinking are held annually at St Stephens Church.
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The sinking of the Dunbar ranks as one of Australia's worst maritime 
disasters. The location of the wreck beneath the South Head cliffs near 
the Signal Station is now a heritage site at Watson's Bay with a rock cut 
inscription on the flat sandstone cliff top above the actual wreck site together 
with a large iron anchor recovered from the wreck site in 1910.

2124
Replica dollars in plated base metal, 1799-1971, in pocket 
sized book album. Fine - very fine. (41)

$50

Ex Chris Hall Collection, as purchased in Macau.

2125*
Queen Victoria, young head, half sovereign, 1884S (4.17g) 
2mm thick milled edge, modern copy, probably cast in plated 
base metal. Good very fine. 

$50

Ex Chris Hall Collection, acquired at Burleigh Car Boot sale 14/7/19 
($100).

2126
Replica Julius Caesar denarius, elephant right, CAESAR 
below, rev. simpulum, axe, Priest's hat, stamped W R L 
incuse near edge. Fine. 

$50

Ex Chris Hall Collection, from a Wrotham Car Boot Sale London 3/7/16.

2127*
Gold ingot, by M.G. (Matthey Garrett) 999 fine (62.3g). 
Extremely fine. 

$4,800

2128*
Gold ingot, by M.G. (Matthey Garrett) 999 fine (62.4g). 
Extremely fine. 

$4,800

2129*
Gold ingot, by M.G. (Matthey Garrett) 999 fine (60.2g)(weighs 
60.3g). Nearly extremely fine. 

$4,700

2130
Gold ingot, by M.G. (Matthey Garrett) 999 fine (62.4g)(weighs 
62.4g). Extremely fine. 

$4,800

2131*
Gold round ingot by Harringtons, one ounce fine gold. 
Uncirculated. 

$2,300

2132
Credit Swiss, 5g fine gold 9999 ingot plus 9 carat frame with 
chain (11.25g). Uncirculated. 

$650

2133
Scrap gold, tested as 9 carat (14.72 g) in the form of bracelet 
links. Fine. 

$300

2134
The Perth Mint, Australia, 999 fine silver bullion bar marked 
10.21 Ozs, reverse with impressed number 3825. With 
two crater-like marks on reverse done during production, 
otherwise very fine. 

$350

Australia adopted the metric system in 1970 so this bar precedes that 
date.

With Perth Mint brochure.

2135
Silver ingot, cast, 99.9 fine, five ounces, Perth Mint. Fine. 

$150

2136
Silver bar, cast, by Matthey Garrett, 99.9 fine, 1.012 kg. 
Toned, very fine. 

$950

2137
Silver ingots, Credit Swiss 10g 999 fine; NSW RFL 8g 925 
fine; "Antony" silver bracelet, silver cross, silver chain; 
silver cross, chain and ring set with 'diamonds'. Very fine 
- extremely fine. (6)

$100

2138
Miniature sterling silver ingots, loose, various sizes, part sets 
by John Pinches Medallist, London, includes Flags of the 
United States (35), 1st to 27th flag, State and Confederate 
flags; also world flags, Bahamas to Zambia (37) (total weight 
15.1 oz). Nearly uncirculated. (72)

$400

2139
The Capitals of New Zealand, 1977, set of four sterling 
silver minted ingots (tot wt 4oz), by The Birmingham Mint, 
features Wellington 1865, 1907 and 1977, and Auckland 
1854; minted fine silver bar, 100g by Johnson Matthey. 
Toned extremely fine; uncirculated. (2)

$200
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2140*
Gold chain or necklace, 18 carat, Italy (97.03g). Extremely 
fine. 

$5,500

2141*
Gold chain bracelet, 18 carat (39.69g). Extremely fine. 

$2,200

2142*
Gold chain bracelet, 18 carat (39.09g). Very fine. 

$2,200

2143*
Ladies matching necklace, earrings and brooch set in 18 
carat gold with tiny diamonds (36) all in plush case (43.27g). 
Extremely fine. 

$2,000

2144
Gentleman's 18 carat white gold ring, (12.32g). Extremely 
fine. 

$700

2145
18 carat gold cufflinks, set with five tiny diamonds each 
(8.08g) lapel pin to match; fine 18 carat ring (1.06g); fittings 
and chain plated; .585 (or 14) carat gold cross (1.13g); 
Taurus charm (1.07g), .500 fine gold; Greek Orthodox 
talisman St. John Baptist/Christ in leaf shape (1.99g). Very 
fine - extremely fine. (6)

$700
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2146
Gold chain necklace with cross, 9 carat (13.39g); finer chain 
necklace with cross, 18 carat (7.94g); 14 carat bracelet 
'made in Greece' (6.24g); 9 carat chain (4.84g), another 9 
carat (5.48g); another not bracelet?? (8.82g); another fine 
chain necklace (1.85g); another 9 carat (3.60g). Very fine 
- extremely fine. (8)

$1,250

2147
Gentleman's rings; imitation 1911 half sovereign 18 carat 
gold (8.08g); 18 carat with 'diamond' (30pts)(5.93g); 18 
carat(?) hallmarked alpha, bird, letter F, monogram on face 
(14.39g); small 18 carat ring with diamond (2.76); 18 carat 
Ladies wedding ring (1.56g). Very fine - extremely fine. (5)

$1,250

2148
Gentleman's jewellery, with 'A', 'AL' and 'Tony & Penny 
8.6.91' rings (18 carat) with 'diamonds' (4.93g); AL on 
blackstone on face, 18 carat(?)(11.12g); AL monogram with 
ruby (13.00g)(18 carat?); AL 9 carat by Rodd (1.59g); 18 
carat (3.00g) another wedding band 18 carat (2.68g); tie pin 
with diamond (6.40g); another tie pin (3.70g); another tie 
pin, initials 'A' (2.82g); AL cufflinks pair (3.73g); cufflinks 
shield shape, 9 carat by APEX (2.62g). Very fine - extremely 
fine. (11)

$1,250

2149
Gentleman's 18 carat gold ring, with 'diamonds' A on face 
(11.46g), 9 carat cufflinks, AL on face (6.89g), 'A' tie pin; 
Gold plated cufflinks and tie pin set with 'A' on faces by 
Hickok in case of issue; another but gold plated set with 
New York ship also cufflinks Greek key pattern, plated. Very 
fine - uncirculated. (6)

$850

2150
Gold bracelet charms, cross 14 carat (2.17g), cross 15 carat 
(1.22g), small pendant with pattern (1.46g), 21 key 15 
carat (1.00g), link for a chain (1.60g), gold plated bracelet 
(16.94g), another (8.46g); plated cufflinks (6.07g), plated 
tie pin and cufflinks with tiny diamonds (12.62g). Very fine 
- extremely fine. (9)

$350

2151
Necklace, fine chain with semi precious green stones and 
earrings with similar stones (2.86g); pair of bracelets 
(14.57g); 900 fine silver brooch set with 9 carat gold deer 
(4.36g); Ladies 18 carat gold ring set with 40 point diamond 
(5.78g), ABC butterfly necklace 18 carat with small earring 
pair in case of issue (9.60g). Very fine - extremely fine. (5)

$1,600

2152
Ladies, 18 carat gold rings, (3.37g)(2.91g); 9 carat ring with 
diamond like stones (2.01g); small earrings 18 carat (3.10g). 
Fine - very fine. (4)

$550

2153
Gentleman's fifteen carat gold ring, (7.84g) engraved 'KK 
13.7.47' by JER. Fine. 

$450

2154
Gold and diamond-like bracelet, (9ct, tot wt 6.24g), the 
oval hinged band mounted with two curved rows of smaller 
stones, central 0.5 carat diamonte between. Very fine. 

$200

2155*
Diamond solitaire pendant, round brilliant cut diamond of 
1.17ct, set in four white gold claws with a loop and bale, on 
a 45cm 18ct yellow gold chain. Extremely fine. 

$900

With typed valuation certificate from a registered valuer, dated 
20/09/2017.

2156*
Diamond earrings, set with round brilliant cut diamonds, 
approximately 0.7ct each in 18ct white gold, with double 
bezel underrail, on posts with butterflies. Extremely fine. 

$900

With typed valuation certificate from a registered valuer dated 
20/09/2017.

2157*
Loose diamonds, two brilliant cut diamonds, 0.24ct and 
0.23ct respectively. In case uncirculated, extremely fine. 

$450

2158*
Vintage filigree amethyst and seed pearl pendant, set in 15ct 
yellow gold, (tot wt 6.13g). Extremely fine. 

$400
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2159*
Interlocking diamond ring set, two rings both in 18ct yellow 
gold, one with centre princess-cut diamond (approx 25pts), 
with eight princess-cut diamonds in a channel setting on the 
shoulders; the other ring composes of 12 smaller channel set 
princess cut diamonds,(tot wt 7.53g). Very fine. 

$800

2160*
Antique diamond earrings and sapphire ring, both in 
attractive floral bezel setting, earrings set with nine rough 
cut diamonds in milled white gold bezel and gallery setting 
and rose gold loops (tot wt 4.68g); ring with with six large 
rough cut diamonds enclosed in milled, white gold rings 
within yellow gold band and claw set central oval sapphire, 
in case (tests as 18ct,tot wt 4.38g). Very fine. 

$2,000

2161*
Antique diamond ring, bezel set rough cut diamond (approx 
1ct), in rose gold band, (tests as 18ct, tot wt 2.94g), in case. 
Very fine. 

$2,000

2162*
Diamond solitaire ring, round brilliant cut diamond (approx 
1ct), claw set on 18ct white gold band (tot wt 4.63g). Very 
fine. 

$1,000

2163*
Diamond solitaire ring, roud brilliant cut diamond (approx 
30pts), set on an 18ct white gold claw set band (tot wt 
2.37g). Very fine. 

$600

2164*
Diamond dress ring, seven brilliant cut diamonds on milled 
and channel set 18ct white gold band (tot wt 3.46g). Very 
fine. 

$350

2165
Vintage bar brooch, attractive deep red stones (garnets?) set 
on a bar design with a larger central stone. Very fine. 

$70

2166*
Diamond dress ring, claw set, pear shaped purple/pink 
central diamond with a halo of white claw set diamonds on a 
white gold band, (colour diamond wt 0.12ct; white diamond 
wt, 0.14ct; tot wt 3.51g), size L. Extremely fine. 

$2,500

2167*
Yellow, pink and white diamond ring, claw set central yellow 
diamond (0.32ct), six pave pink diamonds (tot wt 0.02 ct) 
and sixteen small white diamonds on the sides (0.11ct), set 
in 18ct white gold (tot wt 3.82g). Extremely fine. 

$2,500

2168*
Diamond and ruby dress ring, round brilliant cut diamond 
(0.55ct) set in milled pave halo of rubies (0.21ct) on a gallery 
and band of white gold (18ct), with four white diamonds 
on the shoulders(0.21ct), size M1/2, total weight 2.79g. 
Extremely fine. 

$2,250

2169*
Citrine and diamond dress ring, Round citrine set in yellow 
gold bezel with three graduating white diamonds (diamonds 
0.08ct in total) on one shoulder set in 14ct white gold, size 
Q. Extremely fine. 

$850
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2170*
Trilogy design diamond dress ring, three brilliant cut 
diamonds (0.23ct) bezel set in 9ct yellow gold band, (tot wt, 
2.11g), size P. Extremely fine. 

$380

2171*
Diamond and jewel panther necklace, graduating curb 
link chain in 18ct gold with central pendant heartshaped 
citrine (8.01ct), with a frame of pave set diamonds mounted 
in the jaws of two panther heads with pave ruby collars 
and cabachon ruby eyes, extending on pave diamond 
leaves,(diamond wt, 2.40ct, colour F, VS1; ruby wt, 0.12ct; 
18ct gold wt est 62.18g). Extremely fine. 

$11,800

With typed valuation certificate.

2172
Jewelled peacock brooch, in 18ct yellow gold, large peacock 
posing on a gold branch with brilliant cut diamond tail, crest 
and shoulder plumage, eye and beak with shaped diamonds 
to suit in white gold, the main body with pin set sapphire 
beads, a collar of pave rubies and a head of pave emeralds, 
(gold wt approx 33.13g; ruby wt approx 0.32ct; emerald 
wt 1.65ct; sapphire wt 7.20ct; diamond wt 2.43ct, colour 
F, VS1), total length 92mm. Extremely fine. 

$11,800

With typed valuation certificate.

2173*
Fancy pink diamond, loose pear shaped pink diamond, 
0.53ct, in case with GIA certificate. Extremely fine. 

$4,350

2174*
Fancy light pink diamond, loose brilliant cut pink diamond, 
pink D, 0.21ct. Extremely fine. 

$4,250

2175*
Fancy yellow/green diamond, loose round brilliant cut 
diamond in case, 0.29ct. Extremely fine. 

$1,550

2176*
Fancy green diamond, loose pear shaped green diamond, 
0.23ct. Extremely fine. 

$1,550
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2177
Semi precious stones, aquamarine pear shape and oval; deep 
blue sapphire (1.45g) another (136g); ruby (.73) fully cut 
and polished. Extremely fine. (5)

$200

2178*
Loose stones, 4 small round cut diamonds (approx 1 pt each) 
and 1 rectangular cut deep green/blue colour stone (approx 
9mm x 7mm). Extremely fine. (5)

$200

2179*
Scottish brooch, c1830, in silver (94mm), with pin-back, 
elaborate thistle pattern on the outside and inside, with a 
hand engraved pattern between, with voided centre. Nicely 
toned, good very fine. 

$150

2180*
Butterfly brooch, a large silver brooch (89 x 75mm) with 
black onyx wings bordered by marcasite and coloured stones 
and the rest of the brooch is covered in marcasites and the 
voided lower section of the wings also have coloured polished 
stones, pin-back; rope chain necklace, in silver (total length 
38mm); silver bangle with a thin rope chain wrapping that 
fits into grooves in the bangle. Very fine. (3)

$150

2181*
Vintage Crown Brooch, in voided sterling silver and enamel 
and set with marcasites, made in Germany (30 x 27mm), 
pin-back. Toned, good very fine. 

$50

2182
Silver bangle, with side opening and with safety chain, 
hallmarked for Birmingham 1963 by RPH Jewellery Co 
Ltd. Good very fine. 

$50
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2183
Gent's jewellery, , includes black onyx ring with a gold band 
(9ct; tot wt 4.40g); cufflinks, circular in gilt with blue cut 
glass centre stones; another pair with a gilt outlined white 
rearing horse on a black background, with onyx coating, 
these two sets of cufflinks and the ring all in a Smartset plush 
case; another pair of cufflinks in gilt on black background 
for St Dominic's Parish, Flemington, Sydney, Australia, with 
onyx coating, in fitted container. Very fine - uncirculated. 
(1 + 3 pairs) 

$80

part

2184*
Gucci tie clip, features a ship's wheel and anchor in centre, 
made in gilt in Italy, with original Gucci case of issue with 
Controllato card (Checked card); clear polished stone set 
into timber and stencilled on base to read' 'II, EP, JOHN/XII, 
VERSE' and in an unofficial case; together with a timber 
jewellery box engraved on crest on lid 'FB', with key lock, 
on the underside of the lid is glued printed paper with French 
text, estimated box to be c1870. The box good fine, the rest 
extremely fine. (3)

$100

2185*
Gentleman's Gold Full Hunter Pocket Watch, in 18ct gold, 
by Tavannes Watch Company, (tot wt 88.98g), white dial 
with black Roman numerals and black hands, subsidiary 
sub dial with Arabic numerals, gold case marked Trusty, 
18k, #51012, engine turned engraving. Extremely fine, not 
tested for accuracy, cased. 

$750

2186*
Gentleman's Slim Pocket Watch, c.1930, in gold (9ct; tot wt 
48.11g), by Grosvenor, gold case marked 375, white face, 
with black Arabic numerals, black hands and subsidiary 
seconds dial with Arabic numerals and black hand, manual 
wind. Very fine, not tested for accuracy, boxed. 

$300

2187
Full hunter pocket watch, gold 'Star' Dennison Watch Case 
Co, marked by servicer 1917; inscribed in script 'LUML'. 
Very fine. 

$200

2188*
Ladies Half Hunter pocket watch, made with engraved 
case in 935 silver, hallmarked, white enamel dial with gold 
highlights, blue Roman numerals on silver linked chain with 
watch key (tot wt, watch and chain 54.51g). Very fine. 

$200
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2189*
Gent's pocket watch, Elgin, full hunter but lid missing, in 
machine turned gilt case by Illinois Watch Case Co, white 
dial with Roman numerals and black hands, subsidiary 
seconds dial with Arabic numerals and black indicator, 
manual wind. Appears to be in working order, dial cover 
toned, otherwise fine. 

$100

2190*
Pocket watch, open face watch that fits into an open face 
holder with a coloured painted scene fitted into the back, 
both the watch and the separate cover are in silver, the dial 
is white with black Roman and Arabic numerals and gold 
hands, the dial has the name 'Robert/Yeoland' in black and 
on the back of the case, next to the key wind hole is inscribed 
the initials, 'R*Y' and there are also some other illegible 
details scratched around them, there are some engraved 
decorations on the reverse of the case holder but they are 
nearly worn away, also included is the watch key. Dial with 
some damage around bottom edge and engraved decoration 
worn as indicated, not working, otherwise fine. 

$100

In the early 1800s, Robert Yeoland was a pawnbroker in Plymouth, Devon, 
England.

2191
Pocket watch, full hunter watch in silver textured pattern 
case with shield on lid, hallmarked for London 1882 by 
maker, Rotherham & Sons, white dial with maker's name, 
'Rotherhams/London', black Roman numerals and gold 
hands, with subsidiary seconds dial with Arabic numerals 
and black hand, key wind. Working order unknown as no 
key, pattern on case is worn, otherwise fine. 

$100
2192
Pocket watch, half hunter set in square silvered case, the 
back cover with a horseman competing in a jumping event 
with spectators in a stand visible in the background, the 
watch by Tavaness Watch Co has a white dial with black 
Roman numerals and hands, with subsidiary seconds dial, 
with Arabic numerals and black hand; also an Edwardian 
vesta, in sterling silver, ornately decorated case, hallmarked 
for Birmingham 1904 by maker Thomas Bishton. The watch 
not working and some loss of silvering around the top left 
of the dial, otherwise very fine. (2)

$100
2193
Pocket watch, full hunter watch in fine silver textured pattern 
case by G.Chopard, white dial with maker's name, 'Farroll 
& Son/Hamilton & Castlemaine', black Roman numerals 
and black hands, with subsidiary seconds dial with Arabic 
numerals and black hand, key wind with key included. Not 
in working order, otherwise fine. 

$100
2194
Gent's wrist watch, in gold (9ct; tot wt including band 
24.99g), white dial marked for retailer, 'Wm. Drummond 
& Co/Melbourne', Swiss made, black Arabic numerals with 
12 in red and black hands, with subsidiary seconds dial 
with black Arabic numerals and black hand, with leather 
band, back lid inscribed on the outside, 'ADR/18-2-18. ' 
Not in working order and with a few nicks and dents on 
case, otherwise fine. 

$150

2195*
Vintage nurses watch, a rectangular watch (20 x 29mm), 
white dial with black numerals, in sterling silver covered 
with marcasites and suspended by a black linen band to a 
silver and marcasite pin-back bar with a double clip safety 
chain. Not working and with three marcasites missing, 
otherwise fine. 

$50
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2196*
Ladies Flica Wrist Watch, manual wind in 18ct gold case 
(tot wt 4.88g), white dial with gold numerals and hands, 
no band. Very fine. 

$200

2197*
Gentleman's wristwatch, Tag Heuer, Quartz, stainless steel 
and 18 carat gold plating, model:WK1220, in need of a new 
battery. With original case and certificate, extremely fine. 

$450

2198
Pocket watch, Eros, gold plated. Very fine. 

$100

2199
Gentleman's wristwatch, Seiko, automatic, 17 jewels, 
stainless steel, model: 7009 8320, c1970-80, 38 mm. Appears 
to be in somewhat of a working order, scratch on face, very 
good. 

$50

2200
Gentleman's wristwatches, Edox Swiss made date-just, 
initialed 'Anthony'; Waltham Standard, Swiss made 9 carat 
gilt font; Mundus, Swiss made; Double Eagle design face, 
leather band, as new in box of issue. Fine-new. (5)

$250

2201*
Gentleman's Wristwatch, Kristian Kiel, Tempus rose gold 
plated automatic, rectangular case with black face, day, date 
dials and 24 hour day phase function, in original case with 
warranty. Extremely fine. 

$200
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2202*
Gentleman's Wristwatch, Seiko Le Grand Sport Solar, 
analogue, gold plated, black face, gold hands, 100m water 
resistant, in original box with instructions and receipt. 
Extremely fine. 

$200

2203
Gents and ladies watches, steel and gold plated, Timex, 
Lorus, Featurely (2), Giani-Giorgio, Elite, MC. Very fine. 
(7)

$150

2204*
Ladies Wristwatch, Rado Diastar Integral Jubilee, black 
ceramic and gold with diamond marker face, model 
153.0383.3, will need a service to get working. Extremely 
fine. 

$500

2205*
Unisex Wristwatch, Rado Diastar, gold band with gold and 
black face, with date, model 160.0381.3, in working order. 
A few very small chips on face, otherwise very fine. 

$300
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2206*
Ladies Wristwatch, Rado Diastar Integral Jubilee, black 
ceramic and gold, model 153.0283.3N, missing backing 
plate screw, working order. Very fine. 

$300

2207*
Ladies Wristwatch, Rado Diastar, white ceramic with 
diamond marker dial, model 963.0712.3. Working order, 
very fine. 

$400

2208*
Gents Wristwatch, Rado, Sapphire, automatic movement, 
twenty five jewels, c 2000, gold plated stainless steel case, 
35mm. In working order, without certificate, extremely 
fine. 

$300
2209
Ladies and Gentleman's watches, mostly steel including 
Philip Persio, Swatch, Kenneth Cole NY, Citizen (2), Angus 
& Coote Sydney, Ernst & Young (2), Seiko. Very fine. (9)

$80

2210*
Pocket chronometer, by Hy (Henry) Moser & Cie (Company), 
in 900 fine silver with gold plating sections, rear cover with 
patterned design and with shield in centre, this inscribed 
with initials, 'J.P', with white dial and two sub dials, the 
main dial with black Arabic numerals from 1 to 12 and 
black Arabic numerals in yellow circles from 13 to 24 and 
around the outside is a seconds dial, the sub dials also have 
black Arabic numerals, one in 5 second intervals to 30 and 
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the other in 10 second intervals to 60, all hands are black 
except the main ones that are gold. Not in working order 
and small press piece missing from top of winder, nonetheless 
a scarce issue, good fine. 

$300

2211
Barometer, West Germany, 1970s, weather station features 
including barometer, hygrometer and thermometer, silver 
dials, attractive mahogany case, 53cm high. Very fine. 

$50

2212*
Gold and geode desktop ornament, rotating world globe 
in 18ct yellow gold (tot wt 186g), with inset diamond over 
Middle East region, standing on a cut agate geode base. 
Extremely fine. 

$15,000

2213*
George II, pair of sterling silver circular salvers, hallmarked 
London, 1741, maker Henry Morris, of circular form with 
scalloped edges interspersed with shell motifs, on three hoof 
feet, both engraved with a snake armorial (Riley family?), 
(16cm diameter, total weight 450 g). Extremely fine. (2)

$600

Ex Dr John M Bennett A.M. Collection.

2214*
George III, sterling silver toddy ladle, c.1790, English crown 
coin silver bowl worked to an oval shape, inset with a 1787 
gold plated George III shilling, twisted baleen handle, (31.5 
cm long). Extremely fine. 

$150
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2215*
George III, sterling silver salver, hallmarked London, 1801, 
by Peter and Ann Bateman, of large circular form with 
scalloped edges and applied floral and scroll work, on four 
scrolled feet, the surface highly engraved with floral and 
shell motifs, the Darley coat of arms to the centre above 
the inscription "Presented To / Charles Albert Darley Esq 
/ Of Burton Field House, Stamford Bridge, / on the First 
Day of October 1808: / accompanied with a complete Tea 
and Coffee Service / By Above 300 of His Friends / as an 
Expression of their Approbation / of his public Services as 
a Magistrate / and as Chairman of the Guardians / of the 
Pocklington Poor Law Union,/ Rev A.B.Baird MA. DD / 
Oct. 19. 1927.", (45.5cm diameter, 4cm high, 1.910 kg total 
weight). Extremely fine and a rare and important piece of 
presentation silver. 

$2,500

Ex Dr John M.Bennett A.M. Collection.

2216*
George III, sterling silver toddy ladle, hallmarked London, 
1817, maker Benjamin Barling, oval bowl with gadrooned 
rim and spout, TH engraved to base, twisted baleen handle, 
(35 cm long). Extremely fine. 

$150

2217*
George III, sterling silver toddy ladle, c.1820, English crown 
coin silver bowl worked to a circular shape, embossed 
floral designs to bowl, twisted baleen handle, (32 cm long). 
Extremely fine. 

$150

2218*
William IV, sterling silver serving spoon, hallmarked London, 
1837, maker William Eaton, King's pattern style, engraved 
with the Darley crest, CWD below, (32 cm long, 195 g 
weight). Extremely fine. 

$300
Ex Dr John M. Bennett A.M. Collection.

2219*
Sterling silver fork, hallmarked Dublin, 1841, maker Philip 
Weekes, fiddleback style, engraved with the crest of the 
Darley family, HMD engraved below, (20.5 cm long, 75 g 
weight). Extremely fine. 

$100
Ex Dr J.M.Bennett A.M. Collection.

This fork was owned by Henry Darley of Wingfield, Bray, County Wicklow. 
He is the father of Sir Frederick Matthew Darley (1830-1910), chief justice 
and lieutenant-governor of NSW.
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2220
Sterling silver eye glasses case, c.1890, of oval shape with 
domed lid, hallmarked STERLING, maker LF, (52.65 g, 
11cm long). Fine, some dents. 

$50

2221
Sterling silver presentation spoons, hallmarked Sheffield, 
1899, Levesley Brothers, (34.17 g), flat bowl spoons with 
floral engraving, in original padded presentation box with 
compliments card from a Cape Town Antiques dealer; two 
sterling silver forks hallmarked London, 1895 and 1897, 
both with heavy mother of pearl handles engraved with 
coat of arms, (103.3 g); three Dixon Sheffield plate forks. 
Vety fine. (6)

$150

2222*
Edward VII, sterling silver soup ladle, hallmarked London, 
1907, maker Josiah Williams & Co (George Maudsley 
Jackson & David Landsborough Fullerton), old English 
pattern with rats tail bowl, heavy gauge, (32cm long, 275 g 
weight). Extremely fine. 

$300

Ex Dr John M. Bennett Collection.

2223
Sterling silver napkin rings, hallmarked Birmingham, 1920, 
Joseph Gloster, (27.96 g); 1956, Harman Brothers (2), (26.44 
g); 1969, W I Broadway & Co, (10.83 g); EPNS ring with 
HMMV Carnarvon Castle badge, c.1940s. Very fine. (5)

$100

2224*
George V, sterling silver card/pin tray, hallmarked 
Birmingham, 1926, A C Bloxham Ltd, rectangular with 
concave chamfers, inscribed "General Strike May 1926 
/ To Mr C.W.Garnett / With the Grateful Thanks of the 
Great Western Railway Co.", (13cm x 8.5cm, 125g weight). 
Extremely fine. 

$100

Ex Dr John M.Bennett A.M. Collection.

2225*
George V, sterling silver card/pin tray, hallmarked 
Birmingham, 1926, A C Bloxham Ltd, rectangular with 
concave chamfers, inscribed "General Strike May 1926 / 
To Mr A.B.Spirro / With the Grateful Thanks of the Great 
Western Railway Co.", (13cm x 8.5cm, 125g weight). 
Extremely fine. 

$100

Ex Dr John M.Bennett A.M. Collection.
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2226*
France, silver snuff box, c.1895, hallmarked "Minerve 
Premier Titre", with the mark of master silversmith Claude 
Doutre-Roussel, of rectangular form with elaborate niello 
work engraving of musical instruments to the lid, engraved 
V.Zahel to side, (7cm x 4cm, 50.4 g weight). Extremely 
fine. 

$200

2227
Pair of silver drinking/loving cups, hallmarked Augsburg, 
1759, squat circular bowl with cylindrical neck and a circular 
gadrooned base, decorated all over with floral repousse 
designs, the rim of one cup engraved 'KILDEVAND OG 
KAERLIGHED SOLLEROD VANDTAARN 29 AUGUST 
1907' (Spring Water and Love, Sollerod Water Tower, 29 
August 1907). Very fine and rare. 

$300

Sollerod is a suburban district of Rudersdal Municipality in the northern 
outskirts of Copenhagen, Denmark. The first waterworks opened on 
Fogedg£rdens's land to the east of the village in 1907.

2228*
Tea Spoons, in silver, the concave heads made from Maltese 
silver 6 (VI) tari coins of Emmanuel de Rohan 1780, the 
handles are in a twist pattern and four have a patterned cross 
at the handle end and three have a ball and plain cross at 
the handle end. Fine. (7)

$200

Ex The D.Featherstone/L.McNaught Collection.

part

2229*
Australia Commonwealth, January 1st 1901, sterling silver 
gilt and enamelled souvenir spoon by J.F. (Birmingham 
1901) in plush case of issue; Coronation 22nd June 1911 
hallmarked C.W. (Birmingham); sterling silver pencil set of 
four in case of issue for Bridge players; souvenir set of playing 
cards including Oriana and P&O line; also spring loaded 
opal stud by Jules Collins. Fine - extremely fine. (10)

$150

2230
Ashtray and matchbox holder, in brass with two cigarette 
holders on the rim of the tray, the matchbox holder has a 
kangaroo in relief on one side and on the opposite side is 
a kookaburra in relief; also Page's Line Royal Mail Day 
Coach, Tasmania Midlands Highway, commemorative Day 
Token in bronze (35mm), with leaflet. Good very fine - nearly 
uncirculated. (2)

$70
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INDIAN COINS 

2231*
India, Medieval India, Chalukyas of Kalyana, Jayasimha II 
"Jagadekamalla" (10th century AD), 16mm, punch marked 
gold pagoda, (3.65 g), obv. nine punch marks consisting of 
five lions, two punches of "Shri" in Kannada on the sides 
and possibly the Kannada legends "Jaya" and "Simgha" 
in two incuses, rev. plain, (K. Ganesh No. 5.13 type). Very 
fine, rare. 

$500

Ex Dr L.J. Sherwin Collection, previously from B.A. Seaby, Coin and Medal 
Bulletin, February 1976 (item G200) & Noble Numimsatics Sale 128 (lot 
1542).

2232*
India, Vijayanagar Kingdom, Sadasiva (Sadasivaraya) (1543-
1570), gold pagoda, (3.40 g), Lakksminarayana type, obv. 
Vishnu seated facing, with Lakshmi seated facing on left 
thigh, rev. three line Nagari legend, "Sri sa dasiva ra yaru", 
(M. [South India] 710, M.910, cf.Ramesan Type XXVI, 
Pl.XI). Flatly struck from worn dies. Good fine, rare. 

$300

Ex Roxbury's Auction House, Auction Sale 72 (lot 572) & Noble 
Numismatics Sale 124 (lot 4367).

 

2233*
India, Mughal, Humayun, Agra Mint, (A.H. 937-963, A.D. 
1530-1540, 1555-6), silver Shahrukhi (Mithqal), (4.70 g), 
dated 947, obv. The Kalima Shahada with yarzaq Allah man 
tasha bi-ghair hisab in four lines within an circle, titles of 
four Caliphs with 'radi allahu an hum' in margin, rev. Arabic 
legends "al sultan ul azam al khaqan al mukarram, khuld 
allahu ta'ala dhatahu wa mulkahu wa sultanahu", zarb Agra 
in the margin & "Muhammad Humayun Ghazi" within a 
octofoil, (Hull 1173, Wilkes 4187, A.2464). Usual weak 
areas, very fine, and rare, in collector's desrciptivre flip. 

$250

2234*
India, Mughal, Muhammad Akbar, (A.H.963-1014, 
A.D.1556-1605), silver half rupee, square issue, (5.70 g), 
no mint name, IE date 41 (A.D. 1596-1597), obv. Allahu 
Akbar, rev. Jalla Jalalahu & Ilahi 41, (KM.64.1). Good very 
fine, very rare, with descriptive flip. 

$120

 

2235*
India, Mughal, Muhammad Akbar, (A.H.963-1014, 
A.D.1556-1605), silver half rupee, round issue, (5.74 g), 
Ahmadabad Mint, IE date 4x (42, 44, 47 reported), Azar 
month (A.D. 1597-1603), (KM.66.1). Extremely fine, very 
rare, with descriptive flip. 

$200

 

2236*
India, Mughal, Muhammad Akbar, (A.H.963-1014, 
A.D.1556-1605), silver rupee, round issue, (11.41 g), Kalima 
type, Jaunpur mint, c.AH 975-985 (1578-1588 A.D.), with 
mint epither "dar al-Khalifat" andn # and star symbols, 
(KM.80.10, Liddle type S10). Good very fine, rare with 
descriptive flip. 

$150

A similar example sold in Classical Numismatic Gallery Auction 23, 
December 11, 2015 (lot 441).

2237*
India, Mughal, Muhammad Akbar, (A.H.963-1014, 
A.D.1556-1605), silver rupee, round issue, (11.21 g), Agra 
mint, AH 976 (1568-1569 A.D.), with mint epithet "dar al-
Khalifat", (KM.80.1A). Good very fine, short of flan, rare 
with descriptive flip. 

$100
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2238*
India, Mughal, Muhammad Akbar, (A.H. 963-1014, 
A.D.1556-1605), silver round rupee, struck at Shergarh 
mint, (11.33 g), obv. kalima within square, dated AH 968 
(1560-1), rev. Akbar's name and titles in inner square, cross 
lower right corner, (KM.80.17); another similar from Agra 
Mint, dated AH 977 = 1569-1570, (cf.KM.80.1A. Little 
Type S127). Very fine - good very fine, both rare, all with 
extensive description within flips. (2)

$160

2239*
India, Mughal, Muhammad Akbar, (A.H.963-1014, 
A.D.1556-1605), silver rupee, square issue, (11.34 g), 
Ahmadabad mint, AH date 991 (A.D. 1582-1583), 
(KM.82.1). Extremely fine, rare in this condition, with 
descriptive flip. 

$100

2240*
India, Mughal, Muhammad Akbar, (A.H. 963-1014, 
A.D.1556-1605), silver square rupee, struck at Ahmadabad 
Mint, AH 990 (1582-3 A.D.), (KM.82.1); another Akbar 
(A.H.963-1014) (A.D.1556-1605), silver square rupee, 
struck at Fathpur Mint, AH 977 = (1569-1570 A.D.), 
(KM.82.2). Very fine - nearly extremely fine both in collector 
descriptive flips, both with some of the mints visible. (2)

$120

2241*
India, Mughal, Muhammad Akbar, (A.H. 963-1014, A.D. 
1556-1605), square silver rupee, Urdu Zafar Qarin mint, of 
fine style, (11.24 g), not dated, (KM.82.9, PMC 218); another 
Fathpur mint. (11.17 g), year AH 988 (1580-1), (KM.82,2, 
M.3046). Clear mint readings, very fine, scarce. (2)

$100

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 80 (lot 3431).

 

2242*
India, Mughal, Muhammad Akbar, (A.H.963-1014, 
A.D.1556-1605), silver rupee, square issue, (11.27 g), 
Bangala mint, AH date 1010 (A.D. 1601-1602), (KM.86.1). 
Good very fine, rare, with descriptive flip. 

$150

2243*
India, Mughal, Muhammad Akbar, (A.H. 963-1014, 
A.D.1556-1605), silver square rupee, struck at Ahmadabad 
Mint, AH 995 (1587-8 A.D.), (KM.82.1); another Akbar 
(A.H.963-1014) (A.D.1556-1605), silver square rupee, 
struck at Tatta mint, no date, regnal year 46 = (1601-1602 
A.D.), Khurdad month, (KM.88.7). Nearly extremely fine 
both in collector descriptive flips, both with the mints 
visible. (2)

$150

2244*
India, Mughal, Muhammad Akbar, (A.H.963-1014, 
A.D.1556-1605), silver rupee, square issue, (11.34 g), no 
mint name, IE date 35 (A.D. 1590-1591), obv. llahi date 
and month Amaredad, rev. Jalla Jalalahu Allahu Akbar, 
(KM.90.1). Good very fine, rare, with descriptive flip. 

$150
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2245*
India, Mughal, Muhammad Akbar, (A.H.963-1014, 
A.D.1556-1605), Rebellion Coinage (1599-1605) of Jahangir 
(Salim), silver rupee, round issue, (11.36 g), Allahabad mint, 
with mint epithet Hamesha Couplet, (KM.97.1, Liddle Akbar 
S59). Good very fine, rare with descriptive flip. 

$200

 

2246*
India, Mughal, Muhammad Jahangir (A.H.1014-1037, 
A.D.1605-1627) silver half Ahmadanagar mint, half rupee, 
(5.62 g), not dated (date off flan, no datd examples listed) 
(KM.134.1). Good very fine and very rare with collector's 
descriptive flip. 

$250

2247*
India, Mughal, Muhammad Jahangir (A.H.1014-1037, 
A.D.1605-1627) silver rupee, in the names of Akbar and 
Jahangir, Qandahar mint, RY 12, 1026 AH = (1616-7), 
(KM.142.2). Old hoard patination, otherwise very fine. 

$65

 

2248*
India, Mughal, Muhammad Jahangir (A.H.1014-1037, 
A.D.1605-1627) silver rupee, in the names of Akbar and 
Jahangir, (11.43 g), Lahore mint, month of Ardibihisht, RY 
7, (1612-3), (KM.145.11), within ornamental frame. Nearly 
extremely fine and rare with collector's descriptive flip. 

$250

2249*
India, Mughal, Jahangir (A.H. 1014-1037) (A.D.1605-
1628), silver Sawai rupee, heavy issue (14.25 g), Ahmadabad 
mint, with names 'Nur Al-Din Jahangir and Akbar, with 
Inayat couplet, RY year 5, A.H. 1018 (trace), (KM.158.3). 
Nearly extemely fine and very scarce, with descriptive printed 
collector's ticket. 

$300

2250*
India, Mughal, Muhammad Jahangir (A.H.1014-1037, 
A.D.1605-1627) cast silver Sawai rupee, Lahore mint, 
(14.33 g), dated RY year 5, and AH 1018 = (1609), (cf.
KM.158.5). An interesting copy good very fine, in CNG 
descriptive flip. 

$100

 

2251*
India, Mughal, Muhammad Jahangir (A.H.1014-1037, 
A.D.1605-1627) silver rupee, with the name of Nur Jahan 
(his wife), Patna mint, (11.36 g), RY year 22, AH 1037 = 
(1627-8) (tops of date partially visible), (KM.168.5). Toned, 
very fine, scrape on reverse, in collector's descriptive flip, 
rare. 

$150
Ex CNG eSale 320, February 12, 2014, (lot 678).

2252*
India, Mughal, Muhammad Shah Jahan (A.H. 1037-1068, 
A.D. 1628-1658), silver rupee, Pattan Deo Mint, dated AH 
1047, RY 10, (KM.235.21). Full flan, good very fine, very 
rare with collector's descriptive ticket. 

$500

 

2253*
India, Mughal, Aurangzeb Alamgir (A.H.1068-1118, 
A.D.1658-1707), silver half rupee, Surat Mint, year 1095, 
RY 2x, (1683-4) (5.72 g), (KM.86.1). Lightly patinated, 
extremely fine, scarce, with collector's ticket. 

$150

2254*
India, Mughal, Aurangzeb Alamgir, (A.H. 1068-1118, A.D. 
1658-1707), silver rupee, Ahmadanagar Mint, (11.49 g), RY 
20, AH [10]88/7, (1677-8), (KM.297.1). Extremely fine, 
rare, with collector's ticket. 

$200
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2255*
India, Mughal, Aurangzeb Alamgir, (A.H. 1068-1118, A.D. 
1658-1707), silver rupee, Bijapur Mint with Dar al-Zafar, 
(11.44 g), RY 31, AH [109]8, (1686-7), (KM.300.23). Very 
fine, scarce, with collector's ticket. 

$100

2256*
India, Mughal, Aurangzeb Alamgir, (A.H. 1068-1118, A.D. 
1658-1707), silver rupee, Kabul Mint, with Dar -al Mulk 
epithet (11.51 g), RY 39, AH 1112, (1700-1), (KM.300.45). 
Extremely fine, scarce, with collector's ticket. 

$150

 

2257*
India, Mughal, Aurangzeb Alamgir, (A.H. 1068-1118, A.D. 
1658-1707), silver rupee, Kanji Mint, RY 38, AH 1106, 
(1694-5), (KM.300.46). Nearly extremely fine, rare with 
collector's ticket. 

$300

 

2258*
India, Mughal, Aurangzeb Alamgir, (A.H. 1068-1118, A.D. 
1658-1707), silver rupee, Khambayat Mint, (11.58 g), RY 
39, AH 1107, (1695-6), (KM.300.51). Extremely fine, scarce, 
with collector's ticket. 

$100

 

2259*
India, Mughal, Aurangzeb Alamgir, (A.H. 1068-1118, A.D. 
1658-1707), silver rupee, Toragal Mint, (11.52 g), RY 50, 
AH 1110 [sic], (1705-6), (KM.300.88). Very fine, very rare, 
with collector's ticket. 

$200

A one year type coin for this mint.

 

2260*
India, Mughal, Aurangzeb Alamgir, (A.H. 1068-1118, A.D. 
1658-1707), silver rupee, Junagadh Mint, (11.43 g), RY -, 
AH 1094, (1682), all within squares both sides (KM.301.2). 
Very fine, rare, with collector's ticket. 

$150

 

2261*
India, Mughal, Aurangzeb Alamgir (A.H. 1068-1118), (A.D. 
1658-1707), silver rupee, Junagadh mint and date both off 
flan, all within square on both sides, rosette in field, (9.73 
g), RY 27, AH 1094, (KM.301.2). Light weight, otherwise 
very fine, with collector ticketed description. 

$80

2262*
India, Mughal, Azam Shah (A.H. 1118-1119, A.D. 1707), 
silver rupee, (11.54 g), Burhanpur mint, dated AH 1119, RY 
1, (KM.332.3, Wilkes 4302 [$1000US]). Nearly extremely 
fine, rare with descriptive description in a flip. 

$1,000

2263
India, Mughal, Shah Alam Bahadur, (A.H. 1119-1124., 
A.D.1707-1712), silver rupee, (11.45 g), Burhanpur Mint, 
dated AH 11[23], RY 5, (1711-2), (KM.348.14). Extremely 
fine, in collector's descriptive flip, rare. 

$100

Ex Baldwin's with their descriptive priced ticket.
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2264*
India, Mughal, Shah Alam Bahadur, (A.H. 1119-1124., 
A.D.1707-1712), silver rupee, (10.98 g), Kabul mint (Dar-ul-
Mulk Kabul), dated AH 1123, RY 5, (1711-2), (KM.348.22). 
Extremely fine, in collector's descriptive flip, scarce. 

$100

2265*
India, Mughal, Shah Alam Bahadur, (A.H. 1119-1124., 
A.D.1707-1712), silver rupee, (11.43 g), Parenda mint, dated 
AH 1120, RY 2, (1708-9), (KM.348.31). Extremely fine, in 
collector's descriptive flip, rare. 

$300

Ex Baldwin's with their descriptive priced ticket.

2266*
India, Mughal, Farrukhsiyar, (A.H.1124-1131, A.D.1713-
1719), silver half rupee, (5.68 g), Surat Mint, RY 6, AH 
[1130] = (1718-9), (KM.377.41). Lightly toned, as struck, 
extremely fine, with one schrof punch, in collector's 
descriptive flip. 

$120

2267*
India, Mughal, Farrukhsiyar, (A.H.1124-1131, A.D.1713-
1719), silver rupee, (11.38 g), Akbarabad Mint, with couplet, 
RY 5, AH [1128]= (1715-6), (KM.377.5); another Arkat 
Mint, with couplet RY 3, [AH 1126-7], (KM.377.10). Very 
fine or better, both in collector's descriptive flips. (2)

$120

 

2268*
India, Mughal, Farrukhsiyar, (A.H.1124-1131, A.D.1713-
1719), silver rupee, (11.35 g), Itawa Mint, RY 6, AH 1129 
= (1716-7), (KM.377.34); another (11.37 g), Tatta Mint, RY 
6, AH 113[0] = (1717), (KM.377.60). Lightly toned, good 
very fine both in collector's descriptive flips. (2)

$80

 

2269*
India, Mughal, Farrukhsiyar, (A.H.1124-1131, A.D.1713-
1719), silver rupee, (11.57 g), Junagarh Mint, RY 6, AH 
[1129] = (1716-7), (KM.377.36). Lightly toned, as struck, 
nearly uncirculated and rare as such, in collector's descriptive 
flip. 

$250

Ex Baldwin's London, Auction 53, 25 September 2007 (lot 846) for 170 
pounds.

2270*
India, Mughal, Farrukhsiyar, (A.H.1124-1131, A.D.1713-
1719), silver rupee, (11.31 g), Itawa Mint, with couplet, RY 
6, AH 1129 = (1716-7), (KM.377.34); another similar (11.42 
g), with couplet RY 7, AH 1130 = (1717-8), (KM.377.34). 
Very fine or better, first with scratch, both in collector's 
descriptive flips. (2)

$120
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2271*
India, Mughal, Rafi-ud-Darjat, (A.H. 1131, A.D. 1719), 
silver rupee, Gwailor Mint RY 1, AH 1131 (1719), 
(KM.405.7, Hull 1999). Extremely fine, very scarce, with 
collector's descriptive ticket. 

$200

2272*
India, Mogul, Shah Jahan II (Rafi-ud-Daula), (A.H.1131, 
A.D. 1719), silver rupees, Shahjahanabad Mint, AH 1131, 
RY 1 (KM.415.23). Nearly extremely fine, with collector's 
ticket and a Baldwin's ticket. 

$150

2273*
India, Mughal, Muhammad Shah, (A.H.1131-1161) 
(A.D.1719-1748), silver round rupee, Kora Mint, AH 1137, 
RY 7 (1724-5), (KM.436. 39), Uneven patination, otherwise 
nearly extremely fine, with collector's ticket. 

$80

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 122 (lot 1979 part) from the Dr.V.J.A. Flynn 
Collection.

 

2274*
India, Mughal, Ahmad Shah Bahadur, (AH.1161-1167, 
A.D.1748-1754), silver rupee, (11.21 g), Akbarabad 
Mint, RY 2, AH [1162], (KM.446.2); another Aziz ud-Din 
Alamgir II, (AH 1167-173, A.D. 1754-1759), silver rupee 
(11.29 g), Muhammadabad Banaras Mint, RY 3, AH 1170, 
(KM.460.6). Lightly toned, good very fine both in collector's 
descriptive flips. (2)

$80

 

2275*
India, Mughal, Ahmad Shah Bahadur, (A.H. 1161-1167, 
A.D.1748-1754), silver rupee, (11.25 g), Gwalior Mint, 
dated AH 116X, RY 4, (1752-3), (KM.446.24). Extremely 
fine, in collector's descriptive flip, scarce. 

$100

2276*
India, Mughal, Shah Alam II, (A.H.1174-1221, A.D.1759-
1806), silver rupee, (10.82 g), Shahjahanabad Mint, RY 
37, AH 120[9], (KM.710) with obverse couplet; another 
Independent kingdom under Awadh, (11.22 g), Farrukhabad 
Mint, RY 20, AH 1193, (KM.28). Lightly toned, good very 
fine - extremely fine both in collector's descriptive flips. (2)

$100

2277*
India, Mogul, Shah Alam II, (A.H. 1174-1221, A.D. 1759-
1806), large silver flan rupee, Shahjahanabad mint; (11.15 g), 
1217 AH RY 45, with parasool and additional bush symbol 
on obverse in centre, mint on top line on revese, (KM.711). 
Toned, good very fine, weak in places, rare in a descriptive 
ticket in a flip. 

$500

 

2278*
India, Mughal, Shah Alam II, (A.H. 1173-1221, 1759-
1806), silver rupee, (11.24 g), as an issue of the Maratha 
Confederacy, from Balwantnagar (Jhansi) mint (mint on 
bottom line of reverse), RY 13, AH [11]85 (1771-2), with 
distinctive mint symbol on middle line of reverse, (KM.256). 
Golden red patination, extremely fine and rare, with 
collector's descriptive flip. 

$100
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2279*
India, Native Princely State, Awadh, in the name of Mughal 
emperor Shah Alam II, (A.H.1174-1221, A.D.1759-1806), 
silver half rupee, (5.55 g), Muhammadabad Banares Mint, 
RY 26, AH 1223 (1808-9 issue), with flag and fish symbol, 
"frozen regal year", very clear dates, (KM.102.2 RR cat 
$300). Lightly toned, good very fine, in collector's descriptive 
flip, very rare. 

$250

2280*
India, Native Princely State, Awadh, in the name of Mughal 
emperor Shah Alam II, (A.H.1174-1221, A.D.1759-1806), 
silver rupee, (11.10 g), Muhammadabad Banares Mint, RY 
26, AH 1222 (1807-8 issue), with flag and fish symbol, 
"frozen regal year", (KM.103.2); another similar (11.14 
g), AH 1232 (1816-7 issue). Both with very clear dates and 
symbols, about as struck about extremely fine, in collector's 
descriptive flips, very scarce. (2)

$120

Ex Dr V.J.A. Flynn Collection, from Noble Numismatics Sale 122 (lot 1971 
part) for the first coin.

enlarged

2281*
India, Princely States, Awadh, Wajid Ali Shah, (AH 1263-
1272) 1847-1856, silver 1/16th rupee, (0.71 g), Lakhnau 
Mint, AH 1270 (1854); another similar (0.69) AH 1272 
(1856), another similar (0.67 g), AH 1264, (KM.355). Light 
patination, very fine - extremely fine, all rare. (3)

$400

2282*
India, Native State, Bharatpur, silver rupees, Mahe Indrapur 
Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, RY 14 AH 118[5-
6], (11.14 g), (KM.56). Nearly Mostly extremely fine, in 
collector's descriptive packet. 

$80

2283*
India, Princely State, Bikanir, Ganga Singh (1887-1942 AD), 
silver rupee, commemorative issue of the golden jubilee of 
the ruler's reign, VS 1994 (1937), (13.00 g). obv. portrait 
bust of the king, rev. coat of arms of the state and date VS 
1994, (KM.XM1). Extremely fine, rare. 

$100

2284*
India, Native Princely State, Gwalior, Mahadji Rao, (A.H. 
1175-1209, A.D. 1761-1794), in name of Shah Alam II 
(A.H.1173-1221, A.D. 1759-1806), Ujjain mint, silver 
rupee, dated AH 1187 (1773), regal year 15, (11.20 g), with 
sword symbol, (KM.218). Good extremely fine, scarce with 
descriptive description in a flip. 

$100

2285*
India, Native Princely State, Gwalior, Daulat Rao, (A.H. 
1209-1243, A.D. 1794-1827), in name of Mohammad 
Akbar II (A.H.1221-1253, A.D. 1806-1837), Burhanpur 
mint, silver rupee, dated AH 1243 (1827-8), regal year 3x, 
(11.65 g), tree mintmark, (KM.38.2). Nearly extremely fine, 
scarce with descriptive description in a flip. 

$100
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2286*
India, Native Princely State, Jaipur, in name of Ahmad 
Shah Bahadur (A.H.1161-1167, A.D. 1748-1754), Sawai 
Jaipur mint, silver rupee, dated AH 1161 (1748), regal year 
1, (11.37 g), with sword symbol, (KM.8, p.320). Nearly 
extremely fine, scarce with descriptive description in a flip. 

$100

2287*
India, Princely States, Jaipur, silver nazarana rupees, Madho 
Singh II (1880-1922) 1913, RY3 4 (KM.147); Man Singh 
II (1922-1949) nazarana rupee George VI 1949, RY 3 
(KM.196) (illustrated, an unpublished pair of dates, mixing 
of dies). Very fine; extremely fine, last rare. (2)

$150

2288
India, Hyderabad, silver rupees, AH 1323, RY 39 (KM.
Y40.1); AH 1330, RY 1 (KM.Y53), AH 1343, RY 14 (KM.
Y53a); Mewar, silver rupee (KM.Y22.1); British India, 
George VI, silver rupee security edge 1945 Bombay (KM. 
Y557.1). Very fine - extremely fine. (5)

$120

2289*
India, Princely States, Hyderabad, silver four annas 
A.H.1318/35(1901) (KM.Y30). Very fine. 

$70

2290*
India, Princely State, Jaipur, in name of Muhammad Shah, 
silver rupee (11.28 g), Sawai Jaipur mint, AH 115[9], RY 
29 (1746-7), obv. legend with titles and AH date, rev. legend 
with regnal year and symbols, (KM.4). Very fine and rare. 

$80

2291*
India, Native State of Sunth, AE paisa, (6.53 g), struck 
c.1870-1920, obv. and rev. spears, (KM.4 [p.380]. Even 
patination, otherwise nearly extremely fine, rare with 
collector's ticket. 

$80

2292*
India, Princely State, Kutch, under Edward VIII, silver rupees 
(2), 1936, VS1992, VS1993, (13.92 g each), (KM. Y67). 
Nearly uncirculated with traces of golden bloom. (2)

$120

2293*
India, Independent Kingdom, Mysore, anonymous issue 
(17-18th century), gold fanam, uncertain mint, not dated, 
(0.32 g), obv. elephant with howdah to left, rev. crossed 
lines with circles between, (KM.170). Attractively toned, 
extremely fine, scarce. 

$100

2294*
India, Mysore, gold pagoda (3.31g)(KM.211). Very good. 

$300
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2295*
India, Mysore, gold pagoda (1761-82) (KM.15). Nearly 
extremely fine. 

$400
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 128 (lot 1543).

2296*
India, Independent Kingdom, Mysore, Tipu Sultan (AM 
1215-1227, A.D. 1787-1799), AE paisa, Farrukhi mint, 
dated 1217, obv. elephant right, rev, zarb Farrukhi, (11.46 
g) (KM.53.2). Attractively toned, as struck, good extremely 
fine, rare as such. 

$100

2297*
India, Independent Kingdom, Mysore, Tipu Sultan (AM 
1215-1227, A.D. 1787-1799), AE half paisa, Farrukhyab-
Hisar mint, dated 1217 (retrograde), obv. elephant left, 
date above, rev, zarb Farrukhyab-Hisar, (5.65 g) (KM.62). 
Attractively toned, very fine, rare as such. 

$100

2298*
India, Independent Kingdom, Mysore, Tipu Sultan (AM 
1215-1227, A.D. 1787-1799), AE paisa, Patan mint, dated 
1224 AM (retrograde), (10.82 g), obv. elephant right, alif 
above, rev, zarb Patan, (KM.123.6). Attractively toned, very 
fine, rare as such. 

$100

2299*
India, Independent Kingdom, Mysore, Tipu Sultan (AM 
1215-1227, A.D. 1787-1799), AE paisa, Patan mint, not 
dated, (11.40 g), obv. elephant right, rev, zarb Patan, 
(KM.123.9). Attractively toned, extremely fine, rare as 
such. 

$100

2300*
India, British Protectorate Mysore, under British rule from 
1831-1843, in the name of Shah Alam II, silver half rupee, 
(5.61 g), Mysore mint, uncertain date, Regnal year 3X, (KM.
C.206); another silver quarter rupee, RY 45, (2.83 g), (KM.
C.205). Second with attractive patina, very fine - extremely 
fine, first rare, second scarce. (2)

$250

2301*
India, British Protectorate Mysore, under British rule from 
1831-1843, in the name of Shah Alam II, silver rupee, (11.37 
g), Mysore mint, uncertain date, Regnal year 47, (KM.
C.207, cf.M.1030-1); another silver quarter rupee, RY 45, 
(2.84 g), (KM.205). Second with attractive patina, good 
very fine, scarce. (2)

$150

2302*
India, British Protectorate Mysore, under British rule from 
1831-1843, in the name of Shah Alam II, silver rupee, 
(11.34 g), Mysore mint, AH [12]19 (9 reversed), Regnal year 
44, (1810), (KM.C.207, cf.M.1030-1). Attractive patina, 
extremely fine, scarce. 

$100

2303*
India, Mughal, East India Company control, Shah Alam II 
(A.H.1173-1221) (A.D. 1759-1806), silver rupee, Gokulgarh 
mint, local Sindhia Governor Issue as Raja of Rewari as 
Rohilla governor, year [1]208, Regnal year 36 in name of 
Shah Alam II, issued 1793-1794, (KM. 624). Slightly porous 
obverse, otherwise good very fine and rare, in collector's 
descriptive flip. 

$120
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2304*
India, British EIC, Bombay Presidency, silver rupee, 1825 
(11.87g) (KM.218.2). Brown copper tone nearly very fine. 

$100

2305*
India, East India Company, Bombay Presidency, in the name 
of Muhammad Akbar II, (AH 1221-1253; AD 1806-1837); 
silver half rupee, (5.76 g), Ahmadabad Mint, AH 1248, RY -, 
(issued 1832-3), (KM.259.2, cf.Wilkes 4391 [$300]. Nearly 
extremely fine with descriptive ticket. 

$100

2306*
India, British, EIC, Bombay Presidency, Indian Design 
Bombay Minting, fifth rupee in the name of Shah Jahan II 
(A.H. 1131, June-July 1719), year Regnal Year 1, issued 
June-July 1719, (Pridmore 34, KM. SAC P.34). Round flan 
with subdued blue and gold tone, and an exceptional strike, 
extremely fine and very rare. 

$150

Ex Glendining's 1964 and Colin E. Pitchfork Collection, Noble Numismatics 
Sale 48 (lot 2052) & Sale 124 (lot 4218)

This piece was not in the Pridmore collection and has a much better mint 
reading than the Pridmore illustrated piece. To the cataloguer's knowledge 
this is the first piece of this very rare EIC issue of this ruler ever to be 
auctioned.

2307*
India, EIC, Madras Presidency, Native Style Coinage, silver 
rupee, open lotus, Arcot mint, year 2, (KM.384) (illustrated); 
Kashmir, Srinagar mint silver rupee, with letters JHS in field 
VS1916 (1859), (KM.Y13). Very fine, both scarce. (2)

$120

JHS on the obverse of many of this second coin in one of several described 
versions of the origin, could it be for "Jesus Hominus Salvator" (Jesus Saviour 
of Mankind). It was placed on the coins because of British help in selling 
Kashmir to Dogras for 75 lakhs of rupees.

2308*
India, George VI, silver rupee, 1938 (B) (KM.555). Extremely 
fine/nearly uncirculated. 

$120

Ex Daruma (Tokyo).

2309
India, Sub Treasury hexagonal tokens in brass with centre 
hole, Dobra (46mm), No.21; Mehagan, District of Madhya 
Pradesh State (48mm), No.5; Sailana, District of Madhya 
Pradesh State (47mm), No.35; Sitamau (50mm), No.34, all 
with plain reverse; other circular issues in brass with centre 
hole, Jashpurnagar (2), No.E/73 and H/52 (both 38mm); 
Malhargad (38mm), No.173; Pohri, Shivpuri District of 
Madhya Pradesh State (38mm), No.88; Sitamau (38mm), 
No.182, all with plain reverse except the two Jashpurnagar 
issues which have matching obverse and reverse but with 
obverse in Sanskrit and the reverse in English. Fine - very 
fine. (9)

$55

2310
India, I.G.Mint Alipore, with dot stops, fifty paise token, 
undated (1964-70), in brass (24mm), with centre hole. 
Very fine. 

$30

2311
India, aluminium tokens, unidentified, RC over GR (Raichur 
Junction to Gulbarga railway token??), oval (29x20.5mm); 
T.C over RICE, hexagon (30.5mm), dished at two sides; 
image of a chicken with initials HM at top right, flower 
pattern (34mm) (2). Well aged, fine - very fine. (4)

$30

2312
Indian and Islamic, an assortment from various dynasties, 
includes, Western Satraps, Drachms (3) (approx A.D. 
250 - 380); Crusader denaros (3) medieval Indian minors 
(2); central asian silver dirhams (2), tankas (3); Persian 
Dirhams (2); Katmandu, 1/128th mohur, A.D. 1753-68. 
All on Collector made cards with identifying notes, good 
- fine. (16)

$150


